Previous epidemiological studies have indicated the effectiveness of gardening and other activities for dementia prevention. Our previous study using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) suggested seeding and watering tasks could induce greater activation than other gardening tasks in the prefrontal area of older adults, but repetitive effects were not fully addressed. The objective of this NIRS study was to investigate the effects of repeated gardening tasks on activation of the frontal pole (FP). We measured oxygenated hemoglobin (Oxy-Hb) values in the FP while 24 healthy right-handed older adults (60 -73 years) performed a seeding task, a watering task, and a motor programming task (FAB 3) of the Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB). Each task was repeated five times. After the fourth trial, comparison of maximum Oxy-Hb values among the three tasks demonstrated that, in the medial FP, activation during the two gardening tasks was significantly or marginally significantly greater than activation during the FAB 3 task. The results may be attributable to differences in the number of sensory information sources and the number of stimulus-oriented (SO) attention switches and SO thoughts. No significant differences were observed in activation in the lateral FP. Comparison of maximum Oxy-Hb values among five trials within each task showed sustained medial FP activation in all tasks, while the watering task and FAB 3 task showed significantly decreased activation in a portion of the lateral FP. This was possibly due to differences in the number of times switching between SO attention and stimulus-independent (SI) attention, and differences in frequency of changes of visual dimension weighting. Also, in the gardening tasks, the participants needed to respond to changes in the external environment; it can be speculated that the need for collating external information corresponding to changes in the external environment induced repeated FP activation during the gardening tasks. 
Introduction
Although cognitive decline in people with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer's disease (AD) is well-known, age-related decline of cognitive and executive functions may arise even in healthy older adults. Decline of the working memory (WM) function is considered to be one of the causes [1] . It is also reported that blood flow in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), which is closely related to WM, generally decreases in healthy older adults over time [2] .
On the other hand, Zinke, Zeintl, Rose, Putzmann, Pydde, and Kliegel reported the effects of WM training in healthy older adults and suggested preserved cognitive plasticity over a large range of old age [3] . Benefits of training prefrontal lobe functions for suppressing cognitive decline and/or improving cognitive functions is also reported even in older adults with MCI [4] . These studies suggest that activities stimulating frontal lobe functions and appropriate training can be effective and have the potential to contribute to maintenance and/or improvement of cognitive functions in a wide range of the population.
In addition, some epidemiological studies have indicated the effectiveness of physical, social and leisure activities for dementia prevention, some of which include gardening activities [5] [6] [7] : Simons, Simons, McCallum, and Friedlander recommended the continuation of daily gardening in the hope of reducing the incidence of dementia in future years. They indicated the strong protective effect of daily gardening against the onset of dementia as a physical activity, and appropriateness as a leisure or mental activity in senior citizens as well [6] . Jedrziewski, Ewbank, Wang, and Trojanowski reported a significant protective effect of gardening/yard work with sessions lasting at least 20 minutes, and indicated the potential to lower the risk of dementia. Furthermore, they suggested the strong association between decreased risk of dementia and the number and diversity of physical activities pursued; they also mentioned additional benefits from socialization and cognitive stimulation attributed to gardening/yard work [7] .
There is a huge variety of possible gardening activities. However, most epidemiological studies indicating the effectiveness of gardening activities did not specify what kinds of gardening activities the study participants actually engaged in. If gardening activities are effective for dementia prevention, many of them might have some common features leading to cognitive stimulation. Seeding, thinning, watering, weeding, planting seedlings, and harvesting are typical gardening activities. We speculated that such gardening activities would have "motor programming" and "repeated motions" in common.
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In a previous relevant study using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), we investigated the effects of a motor programming task itself on the activation of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) in healthy adults. In the study [8] , we compared PFC activation among three age groups (the younger group: 20 -39 years, the middle-aged group: 40 -59 years, and the older group: 60 -81 years) during three tasks selected out of the Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB): a motor programming task (FAB 3), a sensitivity-to-interference task (FAB 4) , and an inhibitory control task (FAB 5) . The FAB is a standardized measure battery of frontal lobe functions consisting of six subtests examining conceptualization, mental flexibility, motor programming, sensitivity to interference, inhibitory control, and environmental autonomy [9] . In performing FAB 3, a participant imitates, memorizes, and conducts a series of three hand motions (fist-edge-palm) with his/her right hand on his/her left palm. In FAB 4 and FAB 5, a participant responds to the examiner's instructions by the action of tapping his/her finger on the desk. All these three tasks are accompanied by hand motions. In our study, the activation in the frontal pole (FP) and the DLPFC during the motor programming task (FAB 3) was found to be greater than or comparable with that found during the other two tasks (FAB 4 and FAB 5) in the group of older adults over 60. Repetition of a series of hand motions and attention to action were speculated to have caused such activation [8] .
In our subsequent NIRS study [10] , we investigated the effects of gardening activities on PFC activation. We selected five gardening tasks (seeding, thinning, weeding, planting seedlings, and watering), as typical gardening tasks. PFC activation in the FP and the DLPFC during all these gardening tasks was found to be greater than or similar to that during a control task (a motor programming task [FAB 3]) in younger adults (20 -59 years). However, in older adults (60 -88 years), greater activation was observed in the DLPFC during a seeding task, and in the FP during a watering task, compared to the control task. In summary, the seeding task and the watering task activated the FP and the DLPFC in both age groups. Although these two gardening tasks and the control task had common elements of "motor programming" and "repetition of motions", the two gardening tasks seemed to have additional elements related to PFC activation.
In the study, participants repeated each task three times. However, in actual gardening settings, it is assumed that there will be a greater number of task repetitions, and the working hours will be longer than in experimental settings. As Strange, Henson, Friston, and Dolan noted, the FPPC [fronto-polar prefrontal cortex] is engaged during intentional or explicit rule induction, but once a rule is learned, more posterior areas mediate rule application [11] . According to their findings, repetition of the same tasks might not lead to continuing activation in the same brain area. In other words, although three trials of the gardening task caused activation in the FP and DLPFC, the question still remained: Would the same gardening task repeated several times show continuing PFC activation?
The FP is known to be involved in human cognitive processing such as recollection of source information [12] , episodic memory retrieval [13] , prospective Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science memory [14] , metacognition (evaluation, monitoring, or manipulation of internally generated information) [15] , cognitive branching [16] , a default state of brain activity [17] , and coordination of internally-and externally-generated information [18] [19] . In addition, in their retrieval model, Fletcher and Henson attributed higher-level control processes (i.e. the selection of processes/subgoals) to the anterior frontal cortex (AFC) [20] .
The gardening tasks in the study, which activated the FP and the DLPFC, can also be thought of as the tasks requiring higher-level control processes. From the perspectives of the effectiveness of gardening activities for dementia prevention, as shown in epidemiological studies and gardening-related cognitive stimulation, we hypothesized that the activation in the FP involved in cognitive processing would be maintained even when gardening tasks such as seeding and watering were repeated several times. In the current NIRS study presented in this paper, we investigated activation in the FP in healthy older adults without dementia, while they were repeating a seeding task and a watering task five times respectively.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Through the University of Hyogo website, we recruited right-handed healthy older adults with ages ranging between 60 and 74, and having a background of gardening experience of more than one year. The reason we exclusively recruited people with some gardening experience was that FP activation during gardening tasks might be affected by the presence or absence of gardening experience in the participants. Specifically, the participants without experience would perform the gardening tasks as first-time tasks to be learned, while the participants with experience would perform the tasks based on their past experience. Concerning the age range, the lower age limit of 60 was based on a report of rapid decline of executive function after age 60 [21] ; the upper age limit of 74 was set according to the age boundary between "young-old (65 -74 years)" and "old-old (75 years or over)" in the medical care system for the elderly in Japan. The number of applicants was twenty-four, all of whom were accepted for the study; they included 9 men (M = 67.7 years, SD =1.7, range: 65 -70 years) and 15 women (M = 65.5 years, SD = 4.0, range: 60 -73 years) ( Table 1) . Their right-handedness was orally confirmed during the recruiting process.
All participants received a detailed explanation of the study such as objectives, methods, prospective risk, and privacy policy in advance; all provided written 
Tasks
This study was conducted in a quiet classroom (room size: approximately 60 square meters) at the University of Hyogo for five days between late February and March 2016 (average temperature: 20.0˚C, average humidity: 37.5%).
The participants entered the room individually, and performed three tasks in a sitting posture with NIRS optodes positioned on the head. A NIRS optode is an optical sensor device to measure the local changes in oxygenated hemoglobin (Oxy-Hb), deoxygenated hemoglobin (Deoxy-Hb) and total hemoglobin (Total-Hb) in the PFC.
The research tasks were a seeding task and a watering task, as well as the FAB 3, a control task. In the seeding task, the participant was required to sow common beans (Phaseolus vulgaris, approximately 13 mm × 7 mm) into a square tray that had 25 cells, each measuring 55 mm × 50 mm × 50 mm. The process was to make a hole in the center of each cell with a forefinger, pick up a seed with a forefinger and a thumb, put the seed into the hole, gather the soil around the hole, and press the surface of the soil with a forefinger. The watering task was to water the soil in cells of the same type of a square tray where common beans had already been sown. Watering was conducted by using a plastic bottle of 500 ml in capacity (65 mm across × 220 mm high) with a sprinkling nozzle.
The participant did not need to squeeze the plastic bottle because water ran out through the sprinkling nozzle just by tilting the bottle. The cells for the watering task had been filled with soil in advance; the level of soil in each cell was 10 mm lower than the brim, to provide enough watering space. The direction of work was from the top left cell to the bottom right cell; that is, the participant was required to start the task at the top left cell, move rightward to the end of the row and move to the left-most cell of the next lower row. The control task was FAB 3, a motor programming task repeating a series of three hand motions (fistedge-palm) on the palm (Figure 1 ).
Before starting the seeding task and the watering task, the participant was given an explanation of the tasks with a demonstration by the examiner; each person had one chance to try out each task. In demonstrating the FAB 3 task, the examiner first showed three series of hand motions (fist-edge-palm), according to Dubois' procedure [9] , after which the participant repeated the series of motions three times. The examiner asked participants not to close their eyes in conducting the FAB 3 task.
Procedure
Five trials were run for each task. The order of the three tasks was the control task (FAB 3), the seeding task, and the watering task. The protocol was as period, participants were required to gaze blankly at a double circle on a piece of white paper in front of them at a distance of 1 meter, so they could recover enough to be stable. During task performance, we observed whether participants were watching their hand motions and materials such as cells, soil, seed, and water, or not.
NIRS Measurements
NIRS is a noninvasive tool to examine brain activation while participants are performing activities in a sitting posture. We measured relative changes in the In attaching the head unit onto a participant's forehead, the center of the sensor band was placed on the Fpz according to the International 10 -20 system, a standard for electroencephalography (EEG) electrode positioning [22] . The sensor band was covered with a headband in order to make sure that all optodes contacted the skin of the forehead of the participant. We used the variations in the Oxy-Hb concentration as indicators of changes in the regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF), because Oxy-Hb was considered to be more sensitive than Deoxy-Hb as a parameter for measuring the blood flow relevant to PFC activation, as Hoshi, Kobayashi, and Tamura noted [23] . The regions measured by fNIRS in our study included the FP, the DLPFC, the inferior frontal gyrus (including the orbitofrontal cortex), the pars triangularis Broca's area, and the frontal eye field. We focused on the FP and used the data of CH 4 -6 as the right lateral FP, CH 7 as the right medial FP, CH 10 as the left medial FP, and CH 11 -13 as the left lateral FP.
Data Analysis
We compared task performance and Oxy-Hb values among three tasks by trial, For data analysis, we used the maximum Oxy-Hb value (from the baseline level during each period of task performance rather than the average value, 
Results
Direction of Participants' Eyes during Task Execution
From the results of observation, nineteen of twenty-four participants (79.2%) executed the FAB 3 task without looking at their hands during any of five trials.
In contrast to this, all the participants executed the seeding task and the watering task while looking at their hand motions and at the elements necessary to accomplish the tasks, such as cells, soil, seeds, and running water. second and the fifth trials (t = 2.928, p = 0.028). In the seeding task, there were significant differences between the first and the third trials (t = 3.075, p = 0.018), between the first and the fourth trials (t = 3.735, p = 0.002), between the first and the fifth trials (t = 4.182, p < 0.001), and between the second and the fifth trials (t = 2.808, p = 0.040). In the watering task, there were significant differences between the first and the third trials (t = 2.827, p = 0.038), between the first and the fourth trials (t = 3.371, p = 0.007), and between the first and the fifth trials (t = 3.529, p = 0.004).
Task Performance
The time required to complete a single series of motions in each trial was calculated by using a median of task performance (i.e. 15 [seconds] divided by a median). The first trial of the FAB 3 task took 3.00 seconds, and the fifth trial took 2.14 seconds. In the seeding task, the first trial took 7.50 seconds and the fifth trial took 5.00 seconds. In the watering task, the first trial took 3.75 seconds and the fifth trial took 3.00 seconds. In all three tasks, the time required was shortened with successive trials. In addition, in all trials, the time required to execute the FAB 3 task was the shortest, and the time required to execute the seeding task was the longest.
Comparison of Maximum Oxy-Hb Values among Three Tasks
In the first and the second trials, the Steel-Dwass test showed no significant differences between the maximum Oxy-Hb values of any two tasks. In the third trials, the Oxy-Hb value during the seeding task was significantly greater than during the FAB 3 task (t = 2.351, p = 0.049), and the Oxy-Hb value during the watering task was significantly greater than during the FAB 3 task (t = 2.578, p = 0.027) at CH 7 (the right medial FP). In the fourth trials, the Oxy-Hb values during the watering task were significantly greater than the FAB 3 task (t = 2.660, p = 0.021) at CH 7 and CH10 (the left medial FP) (t = 2.392, p = 0.044). In the fifth trials, the Oxy-Hb value during the seeding task was significantly greater than during the FAB 3 task (t = 2.784, p = 0.015) and the value during the watering task was significantly greater than during the FAB 3 task (t = 2.578, p = 0.027) at CH 7; the Oxy-Hb value during the seeding task was significantly greater than during the FAB 3 task (t = 2.371, p = 0.047) and the value during the watering task was greater than during the FAB 3 task at the marginally significant level (t = 2.310, p = 0.055) at CH 10 ( Figure 4) . The above results are summarized in Table 3 . No significant difference in the maximum Oxy-Hb value was observed between the seeding and watering tasks in the medial and lateral FP through all trials; some channels in the medial FP showed that the maximum Oxy-Hb values of the seeding task and/or the watering task were greater than that of the FAB 3 task after the third trial. 
Comparison of Maximum Oxy-Hb Values among Five Trials within Each Task
According to the results of the Shirley-Williams test at the significance level of 5.0% conducted to evaluate maximum Oxy-Hb values among five trials, the seeding task did not show significant differences among five trials at any channels which we focused on (CHs 4, 5, 6, 7 in the right hemisphere and CHs 10, 11, 12, 13 in the left hemisphere). That is, activation in the medial and lateral FP was sustained in the seeding task, in spite of the increased number of trials. The watering task did not show significant differences in Oxy-Hb values among five trials at CH 7 (the right medial FP) and CH10 (the left medial FP), but showed significant decrease at CH 5 (the right lateral FP) and CH 12 (the left lateral FP). At CH 5, the value in the first trial was significantly greater than the values in the second trial (t = 1.959, critical value = 1.645), the third trial (t = 1.883, critical value = 1.716), the fourth trial (t = 1.876, critical value = 1.739) and the fifth trial (t = 1.857, critical value = 1.750). At CH 12, the value in the first trial was significantly greater than the values in the third trial (t = 2.138, critical value = 1.716), the fourth trial (t = 1.803, critical value = 1.739) and the fifth trial (t = 1.835, critical value = 1.75).
The FAB 3 did not show significant differences in Oxy-Hb values among five trials at CH 7 (the right medial FP) and CH 10 (the left medial FP), but showed a significant decrease at CH 5 (the right lateral FP) and CH11 (the left lateral FP). The value in the first trial was significantly greater than the values in the fourth trial (t = 2.544, critical value = 1.739) and the fifth trial (t = 1.969, critical value = 1.750) at CH 5, and the value in the first trial was significantly greater than the values in the fourth trial (t = 2.342, critical value = 1.739) and the fifth trial (t = 1.826, critical value = 1.750) at CH11.
The above results are summarized in Table 4 and Figure 5 . No significant decrease in the Oxy-Hb values in the three tasks was observed in the medial FP, while some channels in the lateral FP showed significant decrease in the watering task and FAB 3 with the increased number of trials. 
Discussion
Direction of Participants' Eyes during Task Execution
All the participants looked at their hands and/or the task materials while performing the gardening tasks, but did not typically do so while performing the FAB 3 task. Because participants had practiced each task following the oral explanation and demonstration by the examiner, they had already memorized each procedure prior to the start of the first trial. Nonetheless, to perform the two gardening tasks successfully, the participants needed both the somatosensory information related to hand motions and the visual information on cells, the soil, seeds, and water. In contrast, visual information was not necessarily required to perform the FAB 3 task, after participants had learned the order of the hand motions (fist-edge-palm). This suggests that one possible difference between the gardening tasks and the FAB 3 task might be the presence or absence of the need for eye-hand coordination.
Task Performance and Max Oxy-Hb Values
In all three tasks, the number of repetitions of the task within 15 seconds significantly increased after the third trial (p < 0.05), which indicates that the required time to complete a single series of the process decreased, compared with the first trial. It is speculated that participants were groping for smooth and successful movements to accomplish the task during the first and the second trials; however, they had mastered the procedure well enough to perform the task smoothly during the third trial, and the performance was improved and maintained. Although a decrease in maximum Oxy-Hb values was observed at some channels in the lateral FP with the increased number of trials in the FAB 3 and the watering tasks, the level of activation surpassed the baseline at every channel during all trials in all three tasks (Figure 4) . The fact that a certain degree of FP activation was induced at all channels throughout all five trials indicates that some ongoing FP activities were needed, even after participants had learned the rules of the three motor programming tasks well enough, and their task performance had improved. Let us discuss the reasons by looking separately at the medial FP and the lateral FP.
FP Activation by Regions
Before discussing FP activation by regions, it is necessary to clarify the meanings of "attention" and "thought" in these tasks. In order to perform the three tasks, we deemed that the following series of brain activities is repeated: SO attention (attending to somatosensory and/or visual information), SO thought (thought for appropriate task execution based on the external information), SI attention (attending to internal thought for the subsequent procedure), and SI thought (thought for recalling and judging the next action).
Activation in the Medial FP
In all tasks, no significant changes in activation were observed at CH 7 (the right medial FP) or CH 10 (the left medial FP), in spite of the increased number of trials. As common features of the three tasks that induced continuous activation in the medial FP, we assume that the participants needed to recall the subsequent action, checking the ongoing motion and/or the task situation as they performed the task at their own pace. In order to check the present situation during task performance, sensory information from the sensory system is necessary. Burgess et al. described a function of medial BA10 [Brodmann area 10] as "biasing attention toward current sensory input" [19] . SO cognitive process (SO attention and SO thought) necessary to perform the tasks is assumed to be one of the causes of the medial FP activation continuously repeated to the fifth trial. Of course, SI cognitive process (SI attention and SI thought) is also deemed to be related together, as Gilbert et al. noted that rostromedial PFC activity is associated with performing tasks that involve both SO and SI thought, compared with tasks involving SI thought alone [25] .
In addition, Shimoda et al. found greater activation in the FP corresponding to the medial FP during task performance at the participant's preferred slow pace (PSP), compared with task performance at externally triggered metronome slow pace (MSP). They mentioned that during the PSP task, the subjects were making a move while receiving feedback from their own input systems such as visual processing and motor effector systems; they posited that the FPPFC [the frontopolar cortex, BA 10] is specifically involved in evaluating self-generated responses or plans for action [26] .
The results of comparison of maximum Oxy-Hb values across the three tasks at the fifth trial showed significantly greater activation during the seeding task than during the FAB 3 task at CH 7 and CH 10 (p < 0.05), and significantly greater activation during the watering task than during the FAB 3 task at CH 7 (p < 0.05), which was marginally significant at CH 10 (p = 0.055). The three tasks have common characteristics, in that they require SI and SO attention to Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science accomplish the tasks, and that the participants can execute the tasks at their own pace. Let us now attempt to discuss what caused the differences in activation between the gardening tasks and the FAB 3 task, from two points of view: 1) the number of sensory information sources, and 2) the number of objects to which the participants had to pay SO attention. The first factor is that both somatosensory information and visual information were necessary in executing the seeding task and the watering task. In contrast, as 79.2% of the participants performed the task without looking at their hands, visual information was not necessarily needed to perform the FAB 3 task, which could be carried out with somatosensory information only.
The second factor is the difference in the number of objects to which the participants had to pay SO attention. Every time SO attention takes place, SO thoughts arise. In the FAB 3 task, participants pay their SO attention to three hand shapes (fist, edge, and palm). Meanwhile, to sow a single seed in a cell, the participants pay their SO attention to nine objects in order (i.e. a cell tray with 25 cells connected in a matrix state, a cell to be seeded, soil in the cell, a hole in the center of the cell, a saucer of seeds, seeds, a hole to put a seed in, the seed put into the hole, the soil to cover and be pressed over the seed). In watering, the participants pay their SO attention to six objects (i.e. a plastic bottle, a cell tray with 25 cells connected in a matrix state, a cell to be watered, the soil in the cell, running water out of the plastic bottle, and the level of water in the cell). It is speculated that the greater medial FP activation in the gardening tasks might have been due to the larger number of sensory information sources to which participants had to pay attention, and the larger number of SO attention and thoughts, compared with the FAB 3 task.
Activation in the Lateral FP
In comparing maximum Oxy-Hb values across the three tasks, no significant differences were observed in spite of the increased number of trials, for all three tasks. On the other hand, the watering task and the FAB 3 task showed a significant decrease in a portion of the lateral FP, with an increased number of trials.
This indicates that a significant difference between the seeding task and the watering task, or between the seeding task and the FAB 3 task in the lateral FP may be shown if the number of trials is increased.
It was reported by Gillbert et al. that the right lateral FP shows transient activity by switching between two phases (SO and SI thought), regardless of the direction of the switch. They also explained that "external" phases still required some degree of SI thought to perform the tasks [25] . In contrast to the tasks in their study, our research tasks were not designed to repeat the external phase and the internal phase alternately, but were executed based on the external stimuli (i.e. external somatosensory and/or visual information). In our study, it is speculated that SI thought was needed to recall and/or make decisions about what action needed to be taken, each time somatosensory and/or visual stimulus changed with progression of the process. Iteration of SO cognitive process and Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science SI cognitive process in the three tasks in our study has the possibility to have led to the right lateral FP activation. Furthermore, Pollmann reported selectively increased dimension change-related activation in the left frontopolar cortex for stimulus-driven visual dimension weighting [27] . The above-mentioned two factors-switching between SI attention and SO attention, and change of visual dimension weighting-were also necessary to execute three tasks in our study, which could induce bilateral activation in the lateral FP.
In the seeding task, no significant decrease in activation in the lateral FP was observed with an increase in the number of trials. However, the watering task showed a significant decrease at CH 5 (the right hemisphere) after the second trial and at CH 12 (the left hemisphere) after the third trial. The FAB 3 task showed a significant decrease at CH 5 (the right hemisphere) and at CH 11 (the left hemisphere) after the fourth trial (p < 0.05). Three reasons are speculated for the transient activation continuously repeated to the last trial in the seeding task. First, the number of objects to which the participants shifted their attention was the largest in the seeding task, in which switching between SI attention and SO attention was conducted most frequently. The participants made each move by recalling the subsequent motion with sensory feedback from visual and/or somatosensory input related to the objects. Every time the participants went forward and shifted attention from one object to another, switching between two kinds of attention was necessary. Second, changes in visual dimension weighting were most frequent during the seeding task, starting from: 1) location (one cell among twenty-five connected cells), shifting to 2) location (the center of the soil in the work cell), 3) space (depth of a hole in the soil), 4) location (a saucer), 5) shape (seeds), 6) number (one seed among seeds on the saucer), 7) space (the hole in the work cell), 8) volume (the soil to cover the seed with), to 9) space (the hole filled and pressed down with soil). Considering that it took approximately five seconds for the participants to sow a bean seed in the fifth trial, nine changes in visual dimension weighting were necessary within a mere five seconds during the seeding task. In contrast, changes in visual dimension weighting during the watering task arose between location (one cell among twenty-five connected cells) and volume (rise and fall of the water level in the cell), while the visual dimension involved in the FAB 3 task was only shape (three kinds of hand shapes). That is, decreased activation in the right lateral FP in the watering and FAB 3 tasks appears to be related to the smaller number of times switching between SI attention and SO attention, compared with the seeding task. Decreased activation in the left lateral FP in the watering task and FAB 3 appears to be caused by the smaller number of changes of visual dimension weighting and reallocation of attentional resources. Finally, each trial of the seeding task and the watering task included inevitable fluctuating factors compared with the FAB 3 task. The fluctuating factors in the seeding task were: 1) shifting location of a work cell with progression of work, 2) depth of the seeding hole dependent on strength of a finger, and 3) easiness of picking up a seed, dependent on the number and location of seeds remaining on the saucer. In the case of the watering task, the fac-tors were: 1) shifting location of the work cell, and 2) the remaining amount of water in the plastic bottle with the progression of work. The decreasing amount of water affects water pressure, and the participants needed to adjust the tilt of the plastic bottle. The FAB 3 task has no such fluctuating factors. In the Introduction section, we mentioned the findings by Strange, et al. [11] that after the FPPC has learned a rule, the more posterior areas mediate rule application. Although according to their findings, repetition of the same tasks might not lead to continuing activation in the same brain area, in our study the gardening tasks were found to induce continual FP activation. It is possible that the fluctuating factors characteristically encountered in ordinary gardening tasks may play some additional role in such continual FP activation, even after the areas of activation have shifted from the FP (for learning task rules) to more posterior areas (for rule application).
Conclusions
The results of the present study lead to the following characteristics of gardening activities that appear to be closely related to FP activation: 1) Two types of sensory information are involved-visual information and somatosensory information.
2) Input of a diversified range of SO stimulation is necessary to complete the work.
3) Switching between SO and SI attention is frequent. 4) Visual dimension weighting changes occur frequently during the process (i.e. the dimension of the objects to which the participant must pay attention changes at each step in the process.) 5) External environmental changes arise inevitably as a series of gardening processes are repeated.
It is presumed that the first and second gardening characteristics listed above may be conducive to the medial FP activation. The third and fourth characteristics may be conducive to activation of the right lateral FP and to activation of the left lateral FP, respectively. In addition, it is possible that the fifth characteristic may contribute to continual FP activation both in the medial and lateral FP.
In the present study, participants needed to respond to changes in the external work environment in order to execute the gardening tasks successfully. We assume that this necessity for collation of external information and correspondence to changes in the external environment required function of the medial and lateral FP and induced repeated and continuous FP activation in the gardening tasks. The impact of this feature of gardening on FP activation appeared prominently in the seeding task.
Findings from previous epidemiological studies suggest that participation in gardening activities could be an effective strategy for dementia prevention; this study helps confirm previous findings. Implementation of many gardening activities in addition to seeding and watering (e.g. thinning, setting out seedlings, harvesting, deadheading, weeding, plowing with a spade, etc.) requires "eye-hand Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science coordination" and/or "dexterity of fingers, hands, and/or body". Moreover, the frequent switching between SO attention and SI attention necessary for such gardening work would activate the medial FP and the lateral FP. Because gardening activities include daily and routine care of plants, which exhibit individual differences and growth patterns, gardening activities inherently require changes in behavior corresponding to changes in the plants. This need for taking a flexible approach according to changes of the external circumstances caused by the plants can play an important role in FP activation.
Gardening can easily provide continual opportunities to use physical functions, motivated by the growth of plants. Moreover, many gardening activities are easy to do, even for older adults with declined cognitive and/or physical function, for the following reasons: 1) The process of many gardening activities is easy to understand by watching the procedure without detailed explanation; 2)
Many gardening activities use procedural memory that people have already learned in everyday life experience; 3) The degree of difficulty of the work is easily adjustable by using plant material at different growing stages (seeds, bulbs, or seedlings) and/or of different sizes; and 4) A person's working position can be adjusted by using containers and raised beds to accommodate their level of physical function. These characteristics of gardening activities have the possibility to induce FP activation on a daily basis, and contribute to the suppression of cognitive decline. The findings of this study suggest that certain gardening tasks are especially effective in activating specific parts of the brain and inducing sustained activation, thus providing a clue to how daily gardening activities could become a useful tool in the prevention of dementia.
